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S E M A N T I C T Y P E S O F S O M E G E N E R I C R E L AT I O N S

abstract

This chapter addresses a problem of learning semantic constraints that
can be imposed on generic relations’ arguments. Some parts of this
chapter were published earlier in Proceedings of ACL 2008, Sophia Ka-
trenko and Pieter Adriaans, “Semantic Types of Some Generic Relations:
Detection and Evaluation” [84].

7.1 introduction

Knowledge acquisition, and discovery of common sense knowledge in
particular, has been a popular subject for a couple of decades. The
utility of common sense knowledge does not raise any doubts. It is a
cornerstone of any understanding process, which heavily relies on such
components as information integration, drawing inferences and resolving
inconsistencies. Nevertheless, the automatic acquisition of common sense
knowledge from text remains challenging. Relations are often not stated
explicitly but must be inferred from other information that is extracted
and general knowledge. Common sense knowledge is represented in
a number of hand-crafted resources such as or WordNet [44]. Here we
argue that it is useful to extract knowledge on possible relations.

To illustrate this idea, consider the following example. To be able to
infer that Mr. Smith works at ABC company from the text fragment “Mr.
Smith has an office in ABC”, one has to know that Mr. Smith is a human,
ABC is a company name, and that humans usually have offices at their
work places. In the case of incomplete information (i.e., Mr. Smith was
not recognized as a person), by knowing that ABC is an organisation
name, and that Mr. Smith is a part of it, together with the fact that humans
are usually part of organisations, one can conclude that Mr. Smith is
most likely to be a person. All these inferences are based on general,
common sense knowledge, which is described by Schubert [168] as the
one that “consists of relationships implied to be possible in the world,
or, under certain conditions, implied to be normal or commonplace in
the world”. If we reconsider the abovementioned example we will notice
that the relationship used in there is the Part - Whole relation, and more
precisely, we make use of the restrictions imposed on its arguments.

Semantic features that the relation arguments may share can have
consequences not only for the better understanding of the nature of rela-
tions, but also for automatic relation recognition. A common approach
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130 semantic types of some generic relations

to learning to detect relations from text is composed from two steps,
identification of arguments and relation validation. This methodology is
widely used in different domains, such as biomedicine. For instance, in
order to extract instances of a relation of protein interactions, one has to
first identify all protein names in a piece of text and, second, verify if a
relation between them holds.

Clearly, if arguments are already given, the accuracy of relation vali-
dation is higher compared to the case when the arguments have to be
identified automatically. In either case, this methodology is effective
for domain-dependent relations but is not considered for more generic
relation types. If a relation is more generic, such as Part - Whole, Entity
- Origin, it is more difficult to identify its arguments because they can
be of many different semantic types. Khoo and Na [88] point out that “A
valid participant of a relation may need to have certain semantic features
or belong to a semantic category. . . . A relation can also constrain the slot
filler to a concept, an entity (i.e., instance of a concept), a set of entities,
or a mass concept (denoting a set of entities).”

There has been a lot of research devoted to the extraction of general
relation types but there is little attention paid to argument identification.
This happens mostly because of the diversity of semantic types of argu-
ments which, usually, are not defined explicitly. For the task of relation
extraction held at SemEval’2007 [55], there have been guidelines for an-
notating semantic relations in text. They contain examples of semantic
relations which have to be annotated along with the explanation of what
examples are considered nearly-positive. An example of such guidelines
for the Instrument - Agency relation is given below.

Instrument-Agency(X,Y) is true of a sentence S that mentions entities X

and Y if and only if:

(7.1) X and Y appear close in the syntactic structure of S (so for
example we do not assign the relation to entities from separate
simple clauses in a composite clause);

(7.2) according to common sense, the situation described in S

entails the fact that X is the instrument (tool) of Y or, equivalently,
Y uses X.

Most definitions are also accompanied by additional notes and restric-
tions. For the definition we just mentioned these restrictions are the
following:

(a) X is an entity and Y is an implied activity or an explicit actor. That
is to say, there exists an activity even if the close context of X and Y

includes no verb.

(b) The relation is true if the sentence context implies the Y uses X, Y

has used X, or X will likely to use Y in the future.
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The notes give more information by providing examples for the defined
restrictions.

(i) Examples illustrating (a): Instrument - Agency(pump, drainage)
means “pump is the instrument of drainage (draining)”,
Instrument - Agency(laser, printer) means “printer (printing) uses
laser”, Instrument - Agency(toothpick, digging) means “digging
with a toothpick”, Instrument - Agency(ax, murderer) means
“murderer (murdering) uses ax”.

(ii) Example illustrating (b): “The <e1>dentist< /e1> got the
<e2>drill< /e2> ready to begin work.” implies that the dentist
(Agency) will likely use the drill (Tool).

Consider now two sentences below which exemplify the Instrument -

Agency(e1, e2) relation:

(7.3) The <e2>drill</e2> enables the <e1>dentist</e1> to
accomplish these procedures quickly and reduces the trauma to
oral tissues.

(7.4) They will cast you out of the <e2>net</e2> like any
<e1>fisherman</e1> looking for a certain fish.

Each argument has a corresponding synset in the WordNet hierarchy
(arguments are highlighted in Fig. 23) but this synset is too restricted to
be used as a semantic type. We might expect two sentences like this to
generalize into pair (instrument, person) or something alike.

Finding semantic types of relation arguments is interesting because of
several reasons. First, they represent knowledge about what is possible
in the real world. Second, if such types are accurate, they can be inte-
grated in the relation extraction scenario as follows. A set of all possible
sentences for relation extraction can be reduced to the subset which con-
tains only such examples that do not violate semantic constraints. This
subset can then be further restricted by considering contextual factors
(relation is realized contextually, negation, etc.) which will lead to the
final list of positive examples. Finally, an interesting enterprise would be
to compare semantic constraints for different languages. It is known that
some relations can be determined on the conceptual basis which leaves
us with the assumption about universality of semantic constraints for
some restricted set of relationships.

The goal of our study is three-fold. First, we propose two methods to
calculate semantic types (categories) of arguments of different generic re-
lations based on the WordNet hierarchy. Second, we let humans evaluate
the results of the first method to determine how well the method works.
Thirdly, we show that some relationships can be detected well even if the
only information that is being used are semantic types of the arguments.
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Figure 23: Part of the WordNet hierarchy
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7.2 related work

Many methods that have been proposed to tackle semantic relation
discovery so far focus either on the representation (syntactic structures,
sentential information, extra-information from corpora), or on a certain
machine learning method (variety of kernel methods (see [57, 208]),
pattern induction [178], hand-written patterns [67]), or both. A brief
overview of the ongoing work in the mechanisms of semantic relation
extraction was given in Chapter 2. Here, we only mention the most recent
developments that make use of WordNet. We rather focus on related
work which concerns with the semantic constraints that can be imposed
on relations and research that has been conducted on using semantic
hierarchies such as WordNet for relation analysis.

Generic relations very often exhibit little to no syntactic information
that can be used in the process of relation extraction. Consider, for
instance, the following sentences:

(7.5) Mary looked back and whispered: “I know every tree in this forest,
every scent”. (Part-Whole)

(7.6) A person infected with a particular flu virus strain develops
antibody against that virus. (Cause-Effect)

(7.7) The apples are in the basket. (Content-Container)

We can easily notice that the syntactic context in 7.5 and 7.7 is the same,
namely, the arguments in both cases are connected to each other by the
preposition ‘in’. However, this context is highly ambiguous because even
though it allows us to reduce a number of potential semantic relations,
it is still not sufficient to be able to discriminate between Part - Whole

and Content - Container relation. In other words, world knowledge
about ‘trees’, ‘forests’, ‘apples’ and ‘baskets’ is necessary to classify
relations correctly. The situation changes even more drastically if we
consider example 7.6. Here, there is no explicit indication for causation.
Nevertheless, by knowing what ’a flu’ and ’a virus’ is, we are able to
infer that Cause - Effect relation is taking place.

The examples in 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 highlight several difficulties that one
usually faces during semantic relation extraction. Generic relations very
often occur in the nominal complexes such as ’flu virus’ in 7.6 and lack
of sentential context boosts such approaches as paraphrasing [134]. Semantic constraints

Girju et al. [54] proposed a supervised learning method to derive se-
mantic constraints for the Part - Whole relation. For each example of a
meronymy relation the corresponding synsets in the WordNet hierarchy
are found and their most general hypernyms are determined. For in-
stance, for an example <hand#1, woman#1> the most general hypernyms
are (entity#1, entity#1). If positive and negative examples are mapped
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to the same general types, these examples are considered ambiguous.
Further, Girju et al. [54]’s approach works as follows. Unambiguous
examples are represented by their most general hypernyms and semantic
constraints are learned by employing a decision tree method. Ambiguous
examples need to be specialized whereby the general type (e.g., entity#1)
is replaced by its immediate hyponym and this procedure is recursively
repeated until no ambiguous examples remain. Once the ambiguity is
resolved, the examples are fed to the decision tree method and new
constraints are derived. The approach was shown to yield good results
but the authors mention that a large annotated corpus is needed for good
performance.Semantic scattering

In the semantic scattering method introduced by Moldovan and Bad-
ulescu [126], the goal is to arrive at semantic constraints that would
uniquely describe a given semantic relation. This is achieved by cutting
the WordNet hierarchy at a certain level. Similarly to the work by Girju
et al. [54], arguments of each relation example are mapped to the Word-
Net synsets and their most general hypernym are identified. The set
of all pairs of general hypernyms is named an initial boundary. Given
the statistics from training data, the probability of some relation r given
each pair of these general hypernyms is calculated as the ratio between
the number of occurrences of r having this pair of hypernyms and the
number of occurrences of this pair in the corpus. If the pair of hypernyms
corresponds to several relations, it should be specialized which is done by
moving downwards the WordNet hierarchy. The available data is split in
three parts, training, development and test sets. Semantic constraints are
discovered based on the training set and validated on the development
data. A possible drawback of this method lies in using a development
set to accept/deny the acquired constraints. Usually, the development
set is small and it may lead to the withdrawal of the constraints that are
in general acceptable. The authors demonstrate that semantic scattering
is a useful means for interpreting genitives.

In the work by Moldovan et al. [127], semantic scattering is applied to
classify syntactic patterns. Instead of studying every semantic relation on
its own, the authors select a number of syntactic patterns (e.g. complex
nominals such as ‘night club’, genitives such as ‘the door of the car’,
adjective phrases such as ‘toy in the box’) and examine what semantic
relations they encode. Although such a method can help understand
what semantic spaces are involved for each pattern, it is still questionable
whether all possible patterns were taken (or can be taken) into account.
The task of classifying semantic relations poses many difficulties which
is reflected in the final performance. The results in terms of F-measure
are ranging from around 43% (for complex nominals) to 75.16% (for ‘of’
genitives).

The method of ontologizing semantic relations proposed by Pennac-
chiotti and Pantel [146] settles yet another goal. It can be considered as op-
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posite to the work of Moldovan et al. [127] who used the synset informa-
tion of the noun pairs (and other syntactic constructions) to add features
from the WordNet hierarchy. In contrast, Pennacchiotti and Pantel [146]
use pairs of words (nouns) to find the attachment points (i.e., synsets)
in WordNet. As an example, for the meronymy pair study-report

the corresponding attachment points will be (study#1,report#1) and
(survey#1,report#1). SemEval campaign

The SemEval challenge that was held in 2007 comprised several tasks
with one of the most popular being “Task 04: Classification of Semantic
Relations between Nominals".

The title sounds a bit misleading because the main goal was relation
validation rather than classification. In other words, given a set of exam-
ples and a relationship the expected output would be binary classification
of whether an example belongs to the given relationship or not. The
systems that were designed to tackle the semantic relation validation task
fall into four categories, depending on whether WordNet/query were
used (Table 27). All training and test examples in the SemEval data set
were collected from the Web by using predefined queries. If a system
which was designed for this challenge used queries, it was classified
either as ‘C’ or as ‘D’.

system type WordNet query number of participants

A no no 6

B yes no 11

C no yes 3

D yes yes 3

Table 27: Statistics on the system types participating in SemEval

Many of these considered additional resources such as WordNet either
more explicitly as in [189, 90] or being used as a part of a complex
system [57]. As it is not always obvious how to use WordNet so that it
yields the best performance, many researchers had to make additional
decisions such as use of supersenses [69], selection of a predefined
number of high-level concepts [139] or cutting the WordNet hierarchy at
a certain level [9]. Some other systems such as the one by [135] were based
solely on information collected from the Web. Even though it became
evident that the best performing systems used WordNet, the variance
in the results is remarkable and it is not clear whether this difference in
performance can be explained by the machine learning methods being
used, the combination of features or by some other factors.

Based on the overall performance, the organizers of the challenge
concluded that Product - Producer, Content - Container, Instrument
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- Agency are the easiest relations to detect whereas Origin - Entity and
Theme - Tool are the most difficult to extract.

We shall stress that most approaches that have been using knowledge
derived from various resources consider it as a part of larger systems.
In such cases performance usually improves when extra information or
knowledge is used but a question remains to what extent it helps. In
this chapter we explore the role of additional information by focusing on
semantic typing of relation arguments without considering any sentential
context. Being aware that relation has also to be realized syntactically
in order to be detected by information extraction systems, we rather
investigate the factors that lie beyond it. In what follows we formulate the
research questions more precisely and present two methods to learning
semantic types.

7.3 methodology

The research questions that we consider in this chapter are the following:

RQ1 Is it possible to automatically detect semantic types of the relation
arguments which roughly correspond to what was proposed earlier
(e.g., annotation guidelines from SemEval-2007 or in various fields
including linguistics and philosophy?)

RQ2 Does the hypothesis about one argument restricting the other cor-
rect (a relation constrains the slot filler to a concept, an entity, a set
of entities, or a mass concepts) provide meaningful generalizations?

RQ3 What are the differences between semantic relationships (assuming
the same methods are used for all of them) in terms of seman-
tic constraints that are imposed on their arguments? And from
the practical point of view, can semantic types that we derive be
sufficient for relation extraction?

The task we consider can be formulated as follows:

Given a set of positive and negative examples of a binary relation
R(x, y), find all possible pairs < Gx, Gy > such that Gx is a
semantic type of x and Gy is a semantic type of y, respectively.

7.3.1 Method 1

We propose a method for generalizing relation argument types based
on positive and negative examples of a given relation type. It is also
necessary that the arguments of a relation are annotated using some
semantic taxonomy, such as WordNet [44]. The training set is then
constructed by positive and negative instances, each of them is presented
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by an ordered list of semantic types. For a binary relation, the list contains
two elements. Our hypothesis is as follows: because of the positive and
negative examples, it should be possible to restrict semantic types of
arguments using negative examples. If negative examples are nearly
positive, the results of such generalization should be precise. Or, in
machine learning terms, such negative examples are close to the decision
boundary and if used during generalization, it will boost precision. If
negative examples are far from the decision boundary, their use will
most likely not help to identify semantic types and will result in over-
generalization.

To test this hypothesis, we use an idea borrowed from induction of
deterministic finite automata. More precisely, to infer deterministic finite
automata (DFA) from positive and negative examples, one first builds
the maximal canonical automaton (MCA) with one starting state and a
separate sequence of states for each positive example and then uses a
merging strategy such that no negative examples are accepted.

Algorithm 1 Semantic Type Specialization
1: Given: a binary relation R(x, y) and a training data set S = S+ ∪ S−,

S+ = {< x1, y1 >+, . . . , < xn, yn >+} is a subset of n+ positive
examples,
S− = {< x1, y1 >−, . . . , < xm, ym >−} is a subset of n− negative
examples

2: T = ∅
3: for all < xi, yi >+ such that 0 < i 6 n+ do
4: Collect Hxi

= h1
xi

, h2
xi

, . . . , hf
xi

, a set of all hypernyms of xi

5: Collect Hyi
= h1

yi
, h2

yi
, . . . , hg

yi
, a set of all hypernyms of yi

6: Set G = hf
xi

and k = f

7: while k > 1 do
8: for all < xj, yj >− such that 0 6 j 6 n− do
9: if xj v G then

10: Gxi
= Gk−1

11: end if
12: end for
13: k = k − 1

14: end while
15: Set G = h

g
yi

and k = g, repeat 7-14 for yi

16: T = T∪ < Gxi
, Gyi

>

17: end for
18: return T

Similarly, for a positive example < xi, yi > we collect all f hypernyms
Hxi

= {h1
xi

, h2
xi

, . . . , hf
xi

} for xi where h1
xi

is an immediate hypernym
and hf

xi
is the most general hypernym. The same is done for yi. For

two semantic types Gi and Gj, if Gj is a hypernym of Gi, we denote
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it by Gi v Gj. For Example (7.3) (and Fig. 23) S+ = {<dentist, drill>
, <fisherman, net>}, Hdentist = {medical practitioner, health professional,
professional, adult, person, organism, living thing, whole, object, physical
entity, entity} and Hdrill = {tool, implement, instrumentation, artifact,
whole, object, physical entity, entity}.

Next, we use all negative examples to find Gxi
and Gyi

which are
generalization types of the arguments of a given positive example <

xi, yi >. We perform specialization of the most general hypernyms
of arguments types in the form of one positive example vs. all negative
examples. This step is described in Algorithm 1. For simplicity, we
show specialization for one argument. This step works as follows. For
Hdentist, hf

x (where f=11 in this particular case) is equal to entity. If there
is at least one negative example in S− such that it is subsumed by hf

x,
we move downwards to the next hypernym (lines 9-10 in Algorithm 1).
This procedure is continued until no negative examples are subsumed by
some hypernym from Hdentist.

Definition 13 (Strict subsumption). A pair < Gxi
, Gyi

> is strictly sub-
sumed by < Gxj

, Gyj
> iff Gxi

v Gxj
and Gyi

v Gyj
.

Proposition 1. Any T (T 6= ∅) does not contain any pairs that strictly subsume
each other.

Proof. Let T = ∪n
i=1 < Gxi

, Gyi
>. Suppose there exist < Gxj

, Gyj
> and

< Gxk
, Gyk

> such that Gxj
v Gxk

and Gyj
v Gyk

.
For Gxj

. By Algorithm 1, @ < xm, ym >−∈ S− such that xm v Gxj

and xm v Gxk
. Suppose further that < Gxj

, Gyj
> was constructed from

the positive example < xj, yj >+ by employing S−. Then there exists a
negative example < xr, yr >− such that xr v Hl+1

xj
, where Hl

xj
= Gxj

. As
Gxj
v Gxk

, then xr v Gxk
. Contradiction.

For Gyj
. Symmetric to Gxj

.

Complexity Let xi, yj be a positive example and f be a path length
for xi. Remember that S− is a set of negative examples. The worst case
scenario is when S− is sorted in the way that the only negative example
for a given node is checked the last (so all other negative examples are
traversed). Then, for the most general hypernym hf

xi
the number of

examples to be checked is |S−|, for hf−1
xi

it becomes |S−| − 1 (there is
no need to check a negative example which was subsumed by a more
general hypernym) and so on. If the branching factor is at most k and
average depth α, complexity of checking one argument equals

O
(n(2mkα−1) + n − 1)

2

)
(7.8)

It is easy to see that arguments of negative and positive examples
can have the same category. For instance, the semantic type of the first
argument can in both cases be Agent. We rely on the hypothesis that a
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Gy4
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, Gy2

, Gy3
)

Gx1

Gy2

Gx4

Gy2

Gx4
Gy4

Figure 24: Illustrating a generalization process (Method 1)

semantic category of one argument restricts the semantic category of the
other. In the example above, it is reasonable to assume that the presence
of Agent as a semantic category of the first argument will require a
more specific semantic category for the second argument to be able to
distinguish one relation type from another. Specialization we have carried
out is, on the one hand, useful because none of the arguments share
a semantic category with the corresponding arguments of all negative
examples but it may be too restrictive w.r.t. identification of relation type,
on the other hand. To avoid this, we propose to generalize the semantic
category of one argument by taking into account the semantic category of
the other. In particular, one can represent a binary relation as a bipartite
graph where the nodes of each part correspond to the semantic categories
of the corresponding argument (Fig. 24).

We might observe that some positive examples share the semantic
category of one argument but have different semantic categories for
the other slot (argument). A natural way of generalizing would be to
combine the nodes which differ on the basis of their similarity. In the
case of WordNet, we can use the least common subsumer (LCS) of the
nodes.

The second step is generalization of one argument w.r.t. the other.
Given the bipartite graph, it can be done as follows. For every vertex Vi

1

in one part which is connected to several vertices V1
2 , . . . , Vk

2 in the other,
we compute the LCS of V1

2 , . . . , Vk
2 . Note that we require the semantic

constraints on both arguments to be satisfied in order to validate a given
relation.

This step resembles the least general generalization introduced by Plotkin
[147]. Recall that a clause C1 generalizes a clause C2 if C1 subsumes
C2 (C1 6 C2) or, in other words, there exists a substitution θ such that
C1θ ⊆ C2. A clause C is a least generalization of a set of clauses S if

• C generalizes every clause in S , ∀Si ∈ S : C 6 Si
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• C is the smallest clause, i.e. (∃D∀Si ∈ S, D 6 Si)⇒ D 6 C

In our case, least general generalization is done by considering the
least common subsumers for the concepts that were found in Step 1. For
generalizing according to Algorithm 2, we can prove that the empirical
error is always zero.

Proposition 2. Given a training set S 6= ∅ of n positive examples S+ = {<

x1, y1 >+, . . . , < xn, yn >+} and m negative examples S− = {< x1, y1 >−

, . . . , < xm, ym >−} a generalization process will always result in the zero eror
(Rn(h) = 0) on S.

Proof. If empirical error Rn(h) is not equal zero, then there exists at least
one generalization < Gxi

, Gyi
> such that Gxi

and Gyi
are both too

general, i.e. ∃ < xj, yj >−∈ S− s.t. xj v Gxi
and yj v Gyi

. It is only
possible when both Gxi

and Gyi
have been generalized, i.e. Gyi

∈ M.
According to Algorithm 2, direction←, the first argument is generalized
if only if Gyi

/∈M. Contradiction.

Algorithm 2 Generalization Step
1: Memory M = ∅
2: Direction: →
3: for all < Gxi

, Gyi
>∈ T do

4: Collect all < Gxj
, Gyj

>, j = 0, . . . , l such that Gxi
= Gxj

5: if exists < Gxk
, Gyj

> such that Gxi
6= Gxk

then
6: T = T ∪ {< Gxj

, Gyj
>}

7: end if
8: Compute L = LCS(Gy0

, . . . , Gyl
)

9: Replace < Gxj
, Gyj

>, j = 0, . . . , l with < Gxj
, L > in T

10: M = M∪ {< Gxj
, L >}

11: end for
12: Direction: ←
13: for all < Gxi

, Gyi
>∈ T do

14: Collect all < Gxj
, Gyj

>, j = 0, . . . , l such that Gyi
= Gyj

and
< Gxj

, Gyj
>/∈M

15: Compute L = LCS(Gx0
, . . . , Gxl

)

16: Replace < Gxj
, Gyj

>, j = 0, . . . , l with < L, Gyj
> in T

17: end for
18: return T

Note that the order in which the directions are chosen in Algorithm 2

does not affect the resulting generalizations. Keeping all generalized
pairs in the memory M ensures that whatever direction (→ or←) a user
chooses first, the output of the algorithm will be the same.

Example Consider, for instance, two sentences from the SemEval data
(Instrument - Agency relation).The arguments are marked by the tags
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<e1> (the first) and <e2> (the second). Each argument is also accompa-
nied by the WordNet sense keys.

013 “The test is made by inserting the end of a <e1>jimmy</e1>

or other <e2>burglar</e2>’s tool and endeavouring to pro-
duce impressions similar to those which have been found
on doors or windows.” WordNet(e1) = “jimmy%1:06:00::”,
WordNet(e2) = “burglar%1:18:00::”, Instrument-Agency(e1,
e2) = “true”
040 "<e1>Thieves</e1> used a <e2>blowtorch</e2> and
bolt cutters to force their way through a fenced area topped
with razor wire." WordNet(e1) = “thief%1:18:00::”, Word-
Net(e2) = “blowtorch%1:06:00::”, Instrument-Agency(e2, e1)
= “true”

First, we find the sense keys corresponding to the relation arguments.
For (“jimmy%1:06:00::”, “burglar%1:18:00::”) it is (jimmy#1, burglar#1)
and for (“blowtorch%1:06:00::”, “thief%1:18:00::”) - (blowtorch#1, thief#1).By
using negative examples, we obtain the following pairs: (apparatus#1,
bad_person#1) and (bar#3, bad_person#1). These pairs share the second
argument and it makes it possible to apply generalization in the direction
←. LCS of apparatus#1 and bar#3 is instrumentality#3 and hence the
generalized pair becomes (instrumentality#3, bad_person#1).

step rel. example I rel. example II

(jimmy#1, burglar#1) (blowtorch#1, thief#1)

I (apparatus#1, bad_person#1) (bar#3, bad_person#1)

II (instrumentality#3, bad_person#1)

Table 28: An example of the two-step generalization procedure (Method 1)

Until now, we have considered generalization in one step only. It
would be natural to extend this approach to the iterative generalization
such that it is performed until no further generalization steps can be
made (it corresponds either to the two specific argument types or to
the situation when the top of the hierarchy is reached). However, such
method would most likely result in over-generalization by boosting recall
but drastically decreasing precision. As an alternative we propose to
use memory MI defined over iterations. After each iteration step every
generalized pair < Gxi

, Gyi
> is applied to the training set and if it

accepts at least one negative example, it is either removed from the set T

(first iteration) or backtracking is carried out so that this generalization
pair is decomposed back into the pairs it was formed from (all other
iterations). By employing backtracking we guarantee that empirical error
on the training set Rn(h) = 0.
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7.3.2 Method 2

When used, negative examples in Method 1 can cause underfitting, i.e.
generalization per argument would be too restrictive. If generalization
per argument type leads to the node which is a descendant of an ar-
gument type, such examples will be removed. Consequently, further
generalization by using the least common subsumer will not take place.
We propose yet another method which is based on the positive examples
only and does not make use of negative examples, Method 2. To deter-
mine generalized semantic types of relation arguments, one has to be
able to form clusters based on the existing information. Such clusters
can be formed by using semantic measures defined over WordNet. In
particular, given argument Argi and n corresponding synsets collected
from the training data ((x1, y1),. . .,(xn, yn)), we create a matrix S of size
n× n by comparing each pair of synsets (si, sj). Each element of this
matrix is equal to a similarity score of (si, sj) with the diagonal elements
equal to 1 (we assume that a similarity measure returns values from 0

to 1 with 1 being an identity score). Once a matrix S is obtained, it is
necessary to carry out clustering. Ideally, the resulting clusters should
reflect the semantic types of a given argument. However, to be able to
use such clusters in future, we have to label them. Again, this can be
accomplished by using the least common subsumer. For any cluster
C, ci ∈ C, i = 1, . . . , m, LCS(c1, . . . , cm) is computed. Recall that such
generalization is done per argument and we need to find pairs of clusters
that would correspond to (Arg1, Arg2). Let l be a number of clusters for
Arg1 and m be a number of clusters for Arg2. To find cluster pairs, we
introduce a strength coefficient between any pair of clusters as follows.
For any cluster C1

i , i = 1, . . . , l for the argument Arg1, and for any cluster
C2

j , j = 1, . . . , m for the argument Arg2, the strength coefficient s(C1
i , C2

j )

is calculated in the following way:

s(C1
i , C2

j ) =
|C1

i ∩C2
j |

min(|C1
i |, |C2

j |)
(7.9)

It is easy to see that if a mapping from C1
i to C2

j is injective, the strength
coefficient can be at most 1 (all elements of one cluster are connected
with some/all elements of the other) and at least 0 (there are no elements
in both clusters that are connected with each other). If a mapping is
surjective, then s can be larger than 1.

To form the matrices that can be used for clustering, we have to
compare each pair of synsets for Arg1 and do the same for argument
Arg2. There exists a range of similarity measures that allow to compare
a pair of synsets [14]. For our purpose, we selected wup measure which
uses a notion of path length between two synsets. Given two synsets s1
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and s2 connected by a path of length len(s1, s2) and their least common
subsumer LCS(s1, s2), the wup score is calculated as follows [145]:

wup(s1, s2) =
2 ∗ depth(LCS(s1, s2))

ln(s1, s2) + 2 ∗ depth(LCS(s1, s2))
(7.10)

Using clustering to detect semantic types of arguments poses a problem
of defining a number of resulting clusters. If the number of clusters is
high, we expect to obtain specific generalizations and high precision/low
recall. Reducing a number of clusters will most likely lead to less precise
generalizations but higher recall.

There exist many clustering methods (see Zhao and Karypis [211] for
an overview) and it is clear that a choice of a clustering method may
affect the results. However, we abstract away from a clustering approach
by choosing a simple agglomerative method [211].

7.4 evaluation

7.4.1 Data

We use 7 binary relations from the training set of the SemEval-2007 com-
petition, all definitions of which share the requirement of the syntactic
closeness of the arguments. Further, their definitions have various restric-
tions on the nature of the arguments. Description of the relation types
together with the restrictions imposed on their definitions are reproduced
below (based on the SemEval-Task4 definitions).
Cause - Effect(X,Y) This relation takes place if, given a sentence S,

it is possible to entail that X is the cause of Y. X, Y can each be a nominal
denoting an occurrence (e.g., event, state, activity), or a noun denoting
an entity, as a metonymic expression of an occurrence. In case an effect
is caused by a combination of events, each such event is considered a
separate cause for the effect. Indirect causation is considered positive,
e.g. Cause - Effect(earthquake, aftershock).
Instrument - Agency(X,Y) This relation is true if the situation de-

scribed in S entails the fact that X is the instrument of Y (Y uses X).
Further, X is an entity and Y is an explicit actor or an implied activity
(there exists an activity even if the close context for X and Y includes no
verb). The relation is true if the sentence context implies that Y uses X, Y
has used X, or X will likely use Y in the future.
Product - Producer(X,Y) is true if the situation described in S entails

the fact that X is a product of Y, or Y produces X. The producer should
be actively involved in the process of bringing the product into existence
and not just serve as a raw material. The product can be any abstract or
concrete object.
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Origin - Entity(X,Y) is true if the situation described in S entails that
X is the origin of Y. Y is the entity derived from the origin. The origin can
be spatial/geographical or material but it should not be actively involved
in the process of bringing the entity into existence (e.g., “light bulb”).
The entity should not be part of the origin, e.g. “apple seed”, when
the ‘seed’ is separated from the ‘apple’. In the case of material origin
X, X should undergo considerable processing in order to produce Y. A
person/company can be identified as origins if they were not involved in
the production of the entity. Objects emitting radiation/heat/light are
regarded as producers of such emissions, not just origins. An entity can
have several origins, and each of them separately will count as an origin.
News and information is conveyed, rather than produced, and its source
will be the origin.

Theme - Tool(X,Y) is true if the situation described in S entails the
fact that Y (the tool) is (or was) intended (or designed or used) for some
kind of action (V-ing, where V is some verb) in which X (the theme)
is the thing that is acted upon (the object of the verb V) or the result
of the action. X (the theme) should be an object (e.g., “wine glass”),
an agent (“concert hall”), a state of being (“migraine drug”), an agent
(“artist award”) or a substance (“water filtration”). Y (the tool) should
be an object (e.g., “migraine drug”), an action (e.g., “service charge”),
an agent (“military police”), or a substance (“salad oil”). Psychological
features are not allowed as tools (e.g., “death wish”). The theme and tool
must be two completely different and separate things. Plans, missions,
strategies, advice, proposals, methods, process, and similar things are not
allowed as tools. Requirements, groundwork, foundations, preliminaries,
preconditions, and similar things are not allowed as tools for the theme
either.
Part - Whole(X,Y) X is part of Y and this relation can be one of the

following five types: Place-Area, Stuff-Object, Portion-Mass, Member-
Collection and Component-Integral object.
Content - Container(X,Y) A sentence S entails the fact that X is (or

was) stored (or carried) inside Y. Moreover, X is not a component of Y

and can be removed from it. The container must be clearly delineated
in space (sea or cloud are locations rather than containers). There is
strong preference against treating legal entities (people and institutions)
as content. There is weak preference against treating buildings and
vehicles as containers.

Table 29 shows a number of training/test examples per each relation
type and a number of positive instances per relation (S+ (train) and S+

(test)). All sentences were collected by quering the Web. The queries were
hand-written patterns such as those mentioned in [67, 134]. The main
rationale for using the patterns was that along with the positive instance,
they extract negative ones which are near misses. It makes a task of
relation validation more challenging but in our case it corresponds to
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the assumptions that we have made earlier for Method 1. Unfortunately,
some examples have not been annotated with WordNet 3.0, we removed
them from the test data while conducting this experiment (column 5).
Content - Container turned out to be the only relation type whose
examples are fully annotated. In contrast, Product - Producer is a
relation type with the most information missing (9 examples removed).

relation type all (train) S+ (train) S+ (test) S+ (test, a/w WN)

Origin - Entity 140 54 81 77

Product - Producer 140 85 93 84

Theme - Tool 140 58 71 66

Instrument - Agency 140 71 78 74

Part - Whole 140 65 72 71

Content - Container 140 65 74 74

Cause - Effect 140 73 80 74

Table 29: Distribution of the SemEval examples

Depending on the semantic relation, we assume that the following
conditions should be met:

1. Both arguments have a very specific type

2. One of the arguments is specific, whereas the other allows for a
wider range of semantic types

The third possibility where both arguments are general does not seem
to be appropriate because in such cases it would be difficult to discrimi-
nate between different relation types. Relations as Product - Producer

or Content - Container seem to fall in the second category. For instance,
in a typical scenario, a producer would be a human being while a product
can be anything (e.g., a thought, an idea, a table). Similarly, a container
in the Content - Container relation is most likely of the limited type
but content may vary substantially.

We hypothesize that Cause - Effect and Part - Whole are the re-
lation types which may require sentential information to be detected.
These two relations allow a greater variety of arguments and semantic
information alone might be not sufficient. Such relation types as Product
- Producer or Instrument - Agency are likely to benefit more from the
external knowledge.

7.4.2 Experiment 1

We have already shown that the entire generalization process results
in a zero-error on the training set (Section 7.3.1). It does not, however,
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guarantee to hold given a new data set. The loss in precision on the
unseen examples can be caused by the generalization pairs where both
arguments are generalized to the higher level in the hierarchy than it
ought to be. To check how the algorithm behaves, we first evaluate the
specialization step on the test data from the SemEval challenge (Table 31).
Ideally, precision on the test set should be close to 100%. If it is lower
than that, it means that further generalization will only result in the
further loss in precision.

Relation type Precision Recall Acc

Origin - Entity 100 76.5 91.1

Product - Producer 100 65.7 82.8

Theme - Tool 100 78 91.5

Instrument - Agency 100 65.7 82.8

Part - Whole 100 78.1 89.8

Content - Container 100 38.1 71.5

Cause - Effect 100 47.9 72.8

Table 30: Performance on the SemEval training data set: generalization per
argument

Relation type Precision Recall Acc

Origin - Entity 100 2.94 57.1

Product - Producer 100 3.6 36.9

Theme - Tool 100 4.17 65.2

Instrument - Agency 80 10.8 54.1

Part - Whole 66.7 7.69 64.8

Content - Container - - 48.7

Cause - Effect 100 2.78 52.7

Table 31: Performance on the SemEval test data set: generalization per argument

Among all the relation types, only Instrument - Agency, Part - Whole

and Content - Container fail to obtain 100% precision after the special-
ization step. It means that, already at this stage, there are some false
positives and the contextual classification is required to achieve better
performance.

The results presented in Table 31 suggest that for some relations pre-
cision is high while recall suffers. But already at this stage, several
frequent generalizations were found (Table 32). We observe that most
of them are still quite specific, while the other may be more general
(like (substance#6, body#2) example for Product - Producer). Moreover,
we already have some generalizations that look a bit unreliable such as
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(natural_phenomenon#1, equipment#1). If phenomenon belongs to the
natural kinds, it is unlikely that it can be produced by anything.

The final results of the specialization-generalization method introduced
in Section 7.3.1 are presented in Table 33. The results for all relations are
obtained by increasing a number of iterations as long as the precision
does not drop (on the training set). An alternative stopping criterion is
decrease in accuracy rather than in precision. However, we aim at the
evaluation of how precise the generalization pairs are and for this reason
consider precision.

Relation (GX, GY) freq

Instrument - Agency (textile_machine#1,weaver#1) 5

(animal#1,traveler#1) 3

(medical_instrument#1,doctor#1) 2

(printing_machine#1, employee#1) 2

Product - Producer (substance#6,body#2) 2

(natural_phenomenon#1,equipment#1) 2

Origin - Entity (solid#1,nutriment#1) 3

(investigation#2,information#4) 2

(migrant#1,land#4) 2

Part - Whole (woman#1,social_group#1) 2

Table 32: Generalization per argument: some frequent patterns

Relation type Precision Recall Acc B-A

Origin - Entity 100 17.7 63.6 55.6

Content - Container 100 7.9 52.7 51.4

Cause - Effect 50.0 13.89 51.3 51.2

Instrument - Agency 83.3 13.5 55.4 51.3

Product - Producer 90 32.7 53.6 66.7

Theme - Tool 66.7 8.3 65.2 59.2

Part - Whole 66.7 15.4 66.2 63.9

avg. 79.5 15.7 58.3 57.0

Table 33: Overall performance on the SemEval test data set (Method 1)

We have already mentioned that the systems which participated in
SemEval were categorized depending on the input information that
they used. The categories ‘B’ and ‘D’ both imply that WordNet was
employed but it does not exclude the possibility of using other resources.
Therefore, to estimate how well our method performs, we calculated
accuracy and compared it against a baseline that always returns the most
frequent class label (‘B-A’). Given the results of the teams partcipating
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in the challenge, the organizers mention Product - Producer as one
of the easiest relations, while Origin - Entity and Theme - Tool are
considered to be ones of the hardest to detect.

Table 34 contains some examples of the semantic types we found for
each relation. Some of them are quite specific (e.g., Origin - Entity),
while the other arguments may be very general (e.g., Cause - Effect).
The examples of the patterns for Part - Whole can be divided in several
subtypes, such as Member-Collection (leader#1, social_group#1), Place-
Area (top#2, whole#2) or Stuff-Object (germanium#1, mineral#1).

Relation (GX, GY)

Content - Container (physical_entity#1, vessel#3)

Instrument - Agency (instrumentality#3, bad_person#1)

(printing_machine#1, employee#1)

Cause - Effect (cognitive_operation#1, joy#1)

(entity#1, harm#2)

(cognitive_content#1, communication#2)

Product - Producer (knowledge#1, social_unit#1)

(content#2, individual#1)

(instrumentality#3,
business_organisation#1)

Origin - Entity (article#1, section#1)

(vegetation#1, plant_part#1)

(physical_entity#1, fat#1)

Theme - Tool (abstraction#6, implementation#2)

(animal#1, water#6)

(nonaccomplishment#1, communicator#1)

Part - Whole (top#2, whole#2)

(germanium#1, mineral#1)

(leader#1, social_group#1)

Table 34: Some examples per relation type (Method 1)

Note that the generalizations do not always correspond to the subtypes
of some semantic relations that were recognized in the literature earlier.
Very often such subtypes were defined by using criteria other than
semantic similarity of arguments. In case of meronymy, we can clearly
see this discrepancy if we consider examples of the same subtype, say
member-collection. Whereas both examples, <professor, faculty> and
<tree, forest> belong to this meronymy subtype, semantic constraints
imposed on the arguments are very different.

Certainly, some generalizations can be more ‘general’ than the other.
To evaluate how general our patterns are, we compared them against
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annotation in the training sets. Table 35 shows how many examples
have both arguments/one argument/none argument generalized. The
compression ratio suggests how many rules per relation were found.
Content - Container relation is the one with the highest ratio whereas
Theme - Tool and Part - Whole relations were compressed to the least
degree.

relation type compression ratio both one none

Cause - Effect 2.62 12 14 1

Instrument - Agency 2.23 19 10 1

Product - Producer 1.90 29 11 1

Origin - Entity 1.70 15 15 0

Theme - Tool 1.67 25 5 0

Part - Whole 1.56 25 15 1

Content - Container 3.71 8 7 2

Table 35: Compression rates (Method 1)

Error Analysis

By generalizing argument types we consider two hypotheses.

Hypothesis I: low precision is caused by

(a) the fact that types of relation arguments cannot be solely
identified on the basis of the semantic types and addi-
tional contextual information is needed

(b) the inaccurate generalizations, for instance when both
arguments are over-generalized

Hypothesis II: low recall indicates either that there are no such
subtypes of a given relation type in the training set, or that
the mentions are rather atypical.

Hypothesis I deals with the quality of the generalization pairs and with
contextual effects. Hypothesis II advocates the view that if the relation
mentions are not detected, an explanation for this lies in the quality of
the training set and typicality of the relations. While conducting error
analysis we are interested in false positives (low precision) and discuss
Hypothesis I below in more detail.

If false positives can be explained by Hypothesis I(a), it means that gen-
eralization pairs are mostly accurate but the first requirement (Section 7.4)
from the annotation guidelines is not fulfilled. In other words, syntactic
context either forces explicit negation or a particular relation types is not
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realized syntactically. Consider, for instance, a generalized pair (instru-
mentation#1,person#1) for the relation Agent - Instrument. Intuitively,
this pair is a typical example of the given relation type. However, if
applied to the test data, it would lead to validation of 19 examples, 5 of
which are false positives. Some of the examples are given in (7.11). Here,
(a) and (b) are true positives whereas (c), (d), (e) present false positives.

(7.11) (a) Some <e1>pathologists</e1> do this with a
<e2>scalpel</e2>, while others use scissors.

(b) Anesthesia is not necessary since the <e1>dentist</e1> uses
the <e2>drill</e2> and sandpaper discs and polishing
wheels to reshape the teeth.

(c) Love the <e2>drill</e2>, confound the <e1>dentist</e1>.
(d) But then one of them got hold of an <e2>axe</e2>

belonging to the <e1>carpenter</e1>.
(e) The <e1>tailor</e1> brought his <e2>scissors</e2> and a

newly made garment.

Moreover, even though 7.11(b) and 7.11(c) have exactly the same ar-
guments, the context in 7.11(c) does not allow to infer that here the
Instrument - Agency relation holds. Similar false positives are also
found for the other relation types. Sometimes context is somewhat sub-
tler and examples are nearly positive as in the sentence 7.12(b) (Product
- Producer relation):

(7.12) (a) If the <e1>programmer</e1> makes a <e2>mistake</e2>

with respect to quoting, it will very likely appear as
over-quoting instead of lurking as a security problem.

(b) After various rituals, the <e1>oracle</e1> brought forth
mysteriously cryptic <e2>answers</e2> that had somehow
be interpreted by the visitor.

In 7.12, (a) is a positive example while (b) is a negative one. At a closer
look, (b) seems to be nearly positive example where ‘oracle’ actually
produces ‘answers’ similarly to ‘programmer’ making a ‘mistake’.

Part (b) of Hypothesis I states that there can be generated inaccurate
generalizations. However, the generalization pairs that we have are
rarely overly general. One example of rather general pair is (artifact#1,
collection#1) for Part - Whole relation but this pair is clearly a good
example of meronymy. In sum, Method 1 that we proposed does not
output very general pairs and for this reason it is desirable to conduct an
evaluation exercise by human subjects. This exercise should ideally show
whether lower precision is caused by contextual factors or by inaccurate
generalizations.
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An Evaluation Exercise

To assess the quality of the generalisations, we decided to conduct an
evaluation study. The motivations for it are as follows. First, we would
like to check whether the generalization pairs that we have are at all
plausible. Second, by evaluating the generalized pairs of arguments on
the test data, we have noticed that many of them are accurate but they
do not occur in the test set. As a result, such pairs are not applied to the
test data and we have no way to assess them.

It has been pointed in the literature that some of the relation types are
more easily detected by exploring solely semantic information without
taking into account a sentential context. We hypothesize that the word
pairs which are hard to validate automatically, present some difficulties
for the humans too. Our study can be considered as a weakening of the
evaluation of word pairs. In other words, if a pair of concepts (Gxi

, Gyj
)

is marked as such that it can represent a semantic relation, then it is
more likely that the same relation will hold given the pairs of entities
< xi, yj > which belong to these concepts (xi ⊂ Gxi

, yj ⊂ Gyj
).

In the user study took part 16 persons, with average age 27.4, 5 female
and 11 male, all of which have a good command of English. 1 The
evaluation was done online. Each participant was provided with a
list of concept pairs and was asked to select one of the following four
answers: “yes”, “maybe”, “no” and “don’t know” to indicate if this pair
represented possible arguments for the relation. All participants were
given the definitions of relation types (used in the SemEval competition)
and could consult them at any time while evaluating the word pairs.
Note that we aim at relation validation which would be based on the
common sense knowledge so the only relation that is accompanied by
definition restrictions and some examples is Theme - Tool. This relation
was named a couple of times as the most difficult to annotate (relatively
low agreement) and low performance during the SemEval competition.
The participants were also instructed to judge all word-pairs based on
the plausibility of a given relation to hold rather than to evaluate all pairs
according to the truth values. In addition, each concept is supplied by
its glossary definition from WordNet. This allows, first, to disambiguate
a concept (because no context is provided), and, second, to gain better
understanding on what it means. An example of a validation exercise on
Content - Container relation is given in Fig. 25.

Overall, the goal of our evaluation exercise is to find generalizations
on which humans agree that they are truly positive instances of the
given semantic relation. However, it is also important to discover which
instances that get a high agreement actually are assigned an answer
“no” or “don’t know”. Disagreement among subjects is also interesting

1 In total, we had native speakers of 6 languages with the largest subgroups of native
speakers of English, Dutch and German.
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because it points to the cases where the instances are either atypical or
where they have to be placed in the context to say more about them.

Figure 25: A snapshot of the evaluation exercise web page

There exist several measures of interrater agreement the most known
of which is kappa statistics [47, 171] (Eq. 7.13). For the recent survey
of various inter-coder agreement techniques used in the computational
linguistics, an interested reader is referred to Artstein and Poesio [5].

K =
P̄ − Pe

(1 − Pe)
(7.13)

where Pe denotes agreement by chance and P̄ corresponds to observed
agreement.

Its use is, however, limited if the proportion of examples per category
varies heavily. We are mostly interested in how many examples are
classified as “yes” or “maybe”, so first we calculated proportions per
category as follows:

pj =
1

Nn

N∑
i=1

nij (7.14)

where n is the number of raters (human subjects), N is the number
of examples, and k is the number of categories used. In our study k=3

(“yes” + “maybe”, “no” and “don’t know”), N varies per relation (from
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N = 17 for Content - Container relation to N = 41 for some others). The
number of raters who classified the ith example into the jth category is
denoted by nij. Table 36 summarizes proportions per category (“yes” or
“maybe”, “no” and “don’t know”).

relation type “yes” or “maybe” “no” “don’t know”

Cause - Effect 0.74 0.19 0.06

Instrument - Agency 0.66 0.25 0.04

Product - Producer 0.70 0.25 0.04

Origin - Entity 0.59 0.33 0.06

Theme - Tool 0.67 0.23 0.10

Part - Whole 0.70 0.27 0.02

Content - Container 0.67 0.29 0.03

Table 36: Proportions per category (an evaluation exercise)

For each example, the extent to which the raters agree on it is calculated
as follows:

Pi =
1

n(n − 1)

k∑
j=1

(n2
ij − n) (7.15)

Tables 44- 50 in Appendix of this chapter present agreement informa-
tion for every ith example per relation. The third column in all tables
shows a majority vote on the given example. Some examples are consid-
ered highly accurate by all participants (Pi = 1) while the others cause
certain level of disagreement.

Rater 2

ct 1 ct 2

Rater 1 ct 1 a b

ct 2 c d

(a) An example table of paired ratings
on 2 categories (ct 1 and ct 2)

Rater 2

"y" “n”

Rater 1 “y” 23 3

“n” 1 0

(b) 2 raters’ judgements on Cause -

Effect relation

Table 37: An example on pairwise ratings on Cause - Effect used for calculat-
ing kappa

Data in Table 36 clearly supports our hypothesis that if generalizations
are adequate, “yes” answer should be selected as often as possible. But
is agreement among raters significant? To illustrate why kappa measure
would not satisfy our needs, we selected two persons from the group
whose ratings are given in Table 37b. In the binary case (two categories
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to rate), a and d in equations stand for how many times two raters
agreed on each category and b and d indicate disagreement (Table 37a).
If proportion of agreement on one category differs from proportion of
agreement on the other, it is reflected in the prevalence index (Eq. 7.16).
In case of two categories (for instance, positive and negative), this may
happen when most examples are judged as positive while the number of
negative examples is much smaller. The disagreement between two raters
is defined via bias which also affects the magnitude of kappa (Eq. 7.17).
It is well-known that if the prevalence index prev is high, kappa is low
and if the bias index bias is large, kappa is high [172].

prev =
|a − d|

N
(7.16)

bias =
|b − c|

N
(7.17)

For the illustrative purposes, we lumped together judgements for “yes”
and “maybe” (in “y”), and for “no” and “don’t know” (in “n”) in the
example in Table 37b. The bias index equals 0.07 while the prevalence
index is 0.85. If we calculate kappa, it is indeed as low as -0.04, even
though intuitively the agreement between two raters is high. To overcome
the effects caused by the skewed distribution of categories, Byrt et al. [20]
proposed PABAK (prevalence-adjusted bias-adjusted kappa) measure
that has been later extended to k categories by Rovira [157]. PABAK is
calculated as follows:

K =
P̄ − 1/k

(1 − 1/k)
(7.18)

When calculated for semantic relations we work with, PABAK yields
the scores that are given in Table 38. According to the scale interpretation
proposed by Landis and Koch [94], agreement can be considered substan-
tial for Content - Container, moderate for Cause - Effect, Instrument
- Agency, Product - Producer and Part - Whole, and fair for Theme -

Tool and Origin - Entity relations. Interestingly, the figures on in-
dependent tagging provided by the organizers of SemEval-Task4 [55]
largely correspond to the agreement that we obtained. 2 Theme - Tool

relation also gets the lowest agreement but contrary to our case where
Origin - Entity was placed roughly in the same group, by annotating
the examples in text much better agreement is reached on this particular
semantic relation.

2 By correspondence we refer to the ranking of relations based on the agreement that was
reached.
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We expect that the pairs with very specific arguments to be judged
either as positive (“yes”) or as negative (“no”) examples. It has been
shown in many experiments before that more consensus is most likely to
be reached on the concept pairs exemplifying concrete things as opposed
to the abstract notions. The more general the concepts are, the more
difficult it becomes to assess them. In such cases it is more natural
to get responses like “maybe”. In addition, “maybe” can be chosen
more often if the relation is not grounded on domain knowledge but
rather is driven by external criteria. Recall Gerstl and Pribbenow [51]
who distinguish between structure-dependent part-whole relations and
temporary kinds of the same relation. We would expect temporary kinds
to be judged either as “maybe” or “yes”, whereas the structure-dependent
examples are more likely to be assessed by “yes”. The last possible
answer “don’t know” applies when a participant does not understand
how the two concepts can be related or does not understand the concepts
themselves. During each exercise we keep track of the concepts for
which a participant requested more information (glosses) by clicking on
their names. If participants disagree on some concept pair, it is always
possible to check whether it happens due to the different understanding
of concepts (one participant has used glosses while the other did not) or
it occurred because of other reasons.

relation type PABAK

Cause - Effect 0.48

Instrument - Agency 0.43

Product - Producer 0.49

Origin - Entity 0.35

Theme - Tool 0.31

Part - Whole 0.54

Content - Container 0.65

Table 38: Agreement on 7 generic relations according to PABAK

Most participants that have given their comments after completing all
exercises found the Theme - Tool relation the most difficult to assess.
This holds for the English native speakers as well as non-native speakers.

We also checked concept pairs which were judged as negative examples
but most likely due to the reverse direction (an example would become
a true positive if the arguments had been flipped). In most cases this
occurs because of the labelling errors in the SemEval data. For instance,
two examples that by high agreement among the raters are supposed to
be negative for the relation Part - Whole are (animal_group#1, dog#1)
(P=0.76) and (enterprise#2, lawyer#1) (P=0.75, Table 47). Indeed, these
two examples are clearly negative but they were obtained due to the
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annotation mistakes in the training set. The same holds for (migrant#1,
land#4) (Origin - Entity relation, Table 49).

Sometimes the pairs of concept that are judged as negative are a bit
atypical as (container#1, building_material#1) for Content - Container

relation. This relation is transitive and as such something that already
serves as a container can be contained in another thing. The abovemen-
tioned example was derived from the sentence which mentioned a bottle
being found in the wall.

Surprisingly, the percentage of participants that have requested addi-
tional information (glosses) is relatively low. For the pairs that reached
absolute agreement (P=1.00) Content - Container is the relation with
the highest average number of participants that have consulted glosses
(20.31%), followed by Theme - Tool (12.5%), Product - Producer (5.36%),
Cause - Effect (4.38%), Instrument - Agency (2.34%), Part - Whole

(2.08%). The difference between Contant - Container relation and oth-
ers can be explained by the fact that generalisation pairs in the former
contained ambiguous concepts (i.e., bag#4 and bag#6). In such cases
participants were advised to consult glosses to ascertain their meaning.

7.4.3 Experiment 2

To conduct the second experiment, we collected arguments of all positive
examples from the training set and clustered them. In total, there are
14 clustering solutions (2 solutions per relation). An optimal number of
clusters is not known in advance and for this reason we set it to 3, 5 and
10. Further, strength coefficient from Section 7.3.2 was used to determine
pairs of clusters that cover the training data the best. On the one hand,
we may expect a pair of clusters with the strength coefficient 1 to yield
100% precision on the training data but this assumption is, however,
misleading. As we use LCS on cluster’s elements, it may lead to a very
general concept in the WordNet hierarchy and, consequently, to lower
precision. On the other hand, if all resulting pairs of clusters are used
(as long as the strength coefficient is larger than zero), we should reach
100% recall. The most desirable solution is of course a pair of clusters
that has a high strength coefficient, results in quite general concepts and
has a good coverage.

Selecting the pairs of clusters that should ideally lead to the best
performance in the future can be done by by fixing the strength coefficient
and by doing so, restricting ourselves to a subset of clustering pairs. To
determine which strength coefficient is the best for a given semantic
relation, either the highest accuracy or the F1 score can be used. The
general tendency that one can observe in Fig. 26, 27, and 28 is that
by increasing the strength coefficient recall increases while precision
drops. The X-axis in these figures has to be read as follows. The values
there indicate which subset of the entire set of cluster pairs is used. For
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instance, ‘0.8’ means that all cluster pairs that have the strength coefficient
larger than 0.8 are employed. Note that the highest F1 is not necessarily
to be found on the intersection of the precision and recall curves. This
happens due to the fact that the strength value of 1.00 does not guarantee
the highest precision (as explained above). Table 39 shows which values
of s were selected per relation and what is performance on the training
set. Solution with 10 clusters turned out to be the best for all seven
relations. Two semantic relations whose scores substantially differ from
the rest are Theme - Tool and Origin - Entity.

Relation type Precision Recall Acc s

Origin - Entity 56.8 98.0 71.1 wup10, 0.71

Content - Container 69.2 100 79.6 wup10, all

Cause - Effect 74.0 100 81.6 wup10, all

Instrument - Agency 84.6 82.1 83.6 wup10, 1.0

Product - Producer 73.3 94.9 75.4 wup10, 0.29

Theme - Tool 55.0 88.0 67.4 wup10, 0.29

Part - Whole 76.7 87.5 81.8 wup10, 0.5

avg. 69.9 92.9 77.2

Table 39: Performance on the SemEval training data set (Method 2)

Relation type Precision Recall Acc

Origin - Entity 51.2 61.8 57.1

Content - Container 70.3 68.4 68.9

Cause - Effect 68.4 72.2 70.3

Instrument - Agency 77.8 56.8 70.3

Product - Producer 73.3 80.0 67.9

Theme - Tool 30.7 33.3 48.5

Part - Whole 58.3 53.8 69.0

avg. 61.4 60.9 64.6

Table 40: Performance on the SemEval test data set (Method 2)

The results on the test set are given in Table 40. Here, we can observe
the same tendency as on the training data, namely, Cause - Effect and
Instrument - Agency are among the relations with the highest scores
while Theme - Tool and Origin - Entity belong to semantic relations
that cannot be easily identified by using the rules that we derived. It
is worthwhile to recall that some rules are consistent with the part of
the test data and not necessarily with all examples. If syntactic con-
text is not used, they are bound to extract false positives. But similarly
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to Method 1, the relations that we have can be roughly divided into
two groups, where Cause - Effect, Content - Container, Product -

Producer, Instrument - Agency, Part - Whole form a group of relation-
ships that can be relatively easy identified solely on the semantic types
of the arguments, whereas Origin - Entity and Theme - Tool cannot.

Some of the rules that were found by Method 2 are given in Table 41.
By comparing these examples with the output of Method 1, we can see
that current rules are more general.

Relation (GX, GY)

Instrument - Agency (unit#6, person#1)

(unit#6, medical_man#1)

Cause - Effect (event#1, human_action#1)

(knowledge#1, human_action#1)

(event#1, state#2)

(phenomenon#1, physical_process#1)

Product - Producer (object#1, person#1)

(object#1, group#1)

(matter#3, physical_entity#1)

(communication#2, person#1)

Origin - Entity (group#1, object#1)

(object#1, object#1)

(object#1, person#1)

Theme - Tool (abstract_entity#1, event#1)

(knowledge#1, abstract_entity#1)

(event#1, communication#2)

Part - Whole (person#1, group#1)

(body_part#1, thing#12)

(substance#1, matter#3)

(person#1, person#1)

Table 41: Some examples per relation type (Method 2)

Combining semantic and syntactic evidence

In the previous sections we have shown that if accurately generated,
semantic types should provide high precision. Moreover, in the previous
chapter we also noticed that the shortest path introduced by Bunescu
and Mooney [17] usually boosts recall. If we put two pieces of evidence
together, we might expect better performance. Let us first look at the
results obtained by the shortest path kernel (Table 42). Clearly, there
are three relation types that are likely to benefit from use of semantic
types, Cause - Effect, Instrument - Agency and Product - Producer.
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For all these relations recall is high and that means that accurate types
hopefully increase precision without significant decrease in recall. For
other relation types, one might attain better performance but this should
mostly affect results only slightly because recall by shortest path method
is already low.

We combined syntactic and semantic evidence as follows. All positive
predictions by both methods are considered positive in the final model
while the rest is labeled as negative examples. If semantic types cannot be
applied to the test data (because of the lack of annotations with WordNet
synsets), predictions by shortest path kernel are used. Semantic types that
are used are obtained by Method 2. The results of such combination are
presented in Table 43. As expected, combination of the pieces of evidence
increases causation, Product - Producer and Instrument - Agency but
also has a positive influence on other relations in terms of accuracy.

Relation type Precision Recall Acc

Origin - Entity 40.0 16.7 51.9

Content - Container 50.0 23.7 48.6

Cause - Effect 54.7 100.0 57.5

Instrument - Agency 53.9 92.1 57.7

Product - Producer 69.9 93.6 68.8

Theme - Tool 56.3 31.0 62.0

Part - Whole 42.9 23.1 61.1

avg. 52.5 54.3 58.2

Table 42: Shortest path kernel’s results per relation type

Relation type Precision Recall Acc

Origin - Entity 57.1 11.1 56.8

Content - Container 70.0 18.4 54.1

Cause - Effect 72.1 75.6 72.5

Instrument - Agency 80.0 41.7 70.5

Product - Producer 77.4 77.4 69.9

Theme - Tool 50.0 10.3 64.8

Part - Whole 60.0 11.5 65.3

avg. 66.7 35.1 64.8

Table 43: Results on the SemEval test data set achieved by combining syntactic
and semantic evidence
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7.5 discussion

There is a principle difference between two methods. In the first one,
positive and negative examples are used whereas the second one focuses
on the positive examples only. As the first method is based on the
2-step procedure, some examples which may subsume negative ones
are not employed at all. Using clustering in Method 2 requires making
some additional decisions like how many resulting clusters should be
considered. To estimate how well both methods perform, we use either
precision or accuracy on the training data.

Our first method has some similarities with the methods by Moldovan
et al. [127] proposed in the past. For instance, we also employ the idea
of specialization but it is done in the different way and for a different
purpose. We do not contrast one semantic relation against the other but
rather look for the semantic types of the argument per semantic relation.
Our stopping criterion is loss in precision (or accuracy) on the training
data rather than resolving ambiguities between semantic relations.

Recall also the work by Chaffin and Herrmann [24] who studied differ-
ent similarity effects on semantic relationships (Chapter 2). In contrast to
their proposal, we do not rely on similarity between two argument fillers
but rather detect similarity on the paradigmatic level. Item similarity
(or in our case similarity between two arguments of the same relation)
is undoubtedly important for synonymy but we believe that it is nearly
useless if other semantic relationships are considered.

Our method depends on the positive and negative examples in the
training set and on the semantic hierarchy we use. If some parts of the
hierarchy are more flat, the resulting patterns may be either too general
(Method 2) or too specific (Method 1).Answering RQ 1:

Semantic constraints
and the SemEval
guidelines

Looking back at the research questions that we posed in Section 7.3,
we can state that the generalization pairs from both methods largely
correspond to the relation description given in the guidelines of the
SemEval competition.

For instance, for Content - Container containers are often deliniated
in space as required by the guidelines. In case when it does not happen
(e.g., (information#1, movement#3)) the generalized pairs get much lower
agreement (Table 44). Similarly to what was stated in the SemEval
guidelines, we obtained generalizations for several subtypes of meronymy.
The most successful generalizations were of type Member - Collection

(e.g., (artifact#1, collection#1), (leader#1, social_group#1) in Table 45).
Examples of Place - Area (e.g., (geological_formation#1, land#4) and
(igneous_rock#1, whole#2) in Table 45) obtain lower agreement than
pairs of Member - Collection subtype. Most pairs that were judged
as good candidates for Instrument - Agency and Product - Producer

relations correspond to the definitions of these relations as well. In
particular, the constraints detected for Instrument - Agency contain an
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actor as a type for Agency and an entity for Instrument. In line with
the definition of Product - Producer, products can be either abstract or
concrete entities. Most generalizations consist of products as concrete
entities, there are however examples of abstract entities for the products
as well (e.g., (idea#1, bad_person#1)). Causation is one of the relations
where almost any types are allowed for its arguments and it can be seen
in a variety of generalizations that were detected by Method 1 in Table 49.
The definitions of the Origin - Entity and the Theme - Tool relations
list not the types of arguments that are allowed for this relation but rather
their counterexamples (i.e. plans and strategies are not allowed as tools). Answering RQ 2:

Meaningfulness of
semantic constraints
discovered by
Method 1

Our initial hypothesis about the constraints one relation argument
imposes on the other led to the pairs many of which were judged as
positive by human raters. In particular, Content - Container is the one
relation that got substantial agreement. It can be seen however that
high/low PABAK scores do not immediately translate into the similar
scores when the constraints are applied to the SemEval test data set.
For instance, causation and meronymy obtained moderate agreement
but their generalizations do not yield maximum precision. The most
challenging relations for human raters were Theme - Tool and Origin -

Entity. As expected, semantic constraints for Theme - Tool relations do
not work well when applied to the SemEval test data set. Surprisingly, the
generalizations found for Origin - Entity get low PABAK agreement
score but they are very precise (100% precision on the test data). We
investigated decrease in precision on test data and found out that in
many cases it is caused by the fact that contextual factors were not taken
into account or by the annotation mistakes. Answering RQ 3:

Differences among
semantic relations

It is tempting to conclude that Origin - Entity and Theme - Tool

are relations where semantic typing does not play such a significant
role. Indeed, even on the training data, given the results of two different
methods these semantic relations could not be validated with precision
that would be comparable to other relationships. The participants of
our validation exercise also found it difficult to give any judgements
on Theme - Tool relation which can be seen in the lowest PABAK value
among all relationships that have been studied. Moreover, they get the
lowest performance by both methods that we have studied. If WordNet
information does not seem to be very useful, does the context help then?
The best performing system in category ‘C4’ (no WordNet but queries
are used) designed by Nakov [135] yields much lower scores for these
two relations and for Part - Whole, which is in line with the systems in
other categories.

If used alone, the concept pairs generated by both methods may pro-
vide accuracy similar or higher to the existing solutions based on syntactic
information such as the shortest dependency kernel. Given performance
on the test data, the generalization pairs provided by Method 1 give
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better precision than these by Method 2. In general, Method 2 provides
coarser generalizations and for this reason outperforms Method 1.

Another question is whether two methods complement each other.
We conducted additional experiments by combining the rules from both
methods. The results revealed that some useful rules that were not found
by the second method were detected by Method 1. It holds for such
relationships as Cause - Effect, Content - Container and Product -

Producer. For other semantic relations combining results did not change
the resulting performance very much.

7.6 conclusions

In this chapter, we presented two novel methods to derive semantic types
of the relation arguments. Firstly, we used a hypothesis of one argument
putting some constraints on the other (Method 1) and arrived at sets of
generalizations that varied in the specificity degree. Most generalizations
per relation were judged by humans as positive with considerable PABAK
value. Secondly, we considered similarity between all words used as a
relation argument and calculated the strength between word clusters in
the end phase (Method 2). The rules obtained in such way are often
more general than those provided by Method 1 which leads to the good
performance on the test data even if no context is used.
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appendix

concept (arg1) concept (arg2) Pi yes/no example

bomb#1 bag#6 1.0 yes none

physical_entity#1 vessel#3 1.0 yes both

substance#1 vessel#3 1.0 yes both

nitroglycerin#1 vessel#3 1.0 yes one

equipment#1 bag#4 1.0 yes both?

entity#1 compartment#2 1.0 yes both

rind#1 sack#1 0.88 yes one

furnishing#2 gathering#1 0.87 no both

container#1 building_material#1 0.76 no both

flour#1 artifact#1 0.68 yes one

plasma#3 magnetic_bottle#1 0.68 yes none

support#10 plastic_bag#1 0.6 yes one

paper#1 facility#1 0.6 yes one

visual_communication#1 creation#2 0.54 no both

physical_phenomenon#1 energy#1 0.48 no both

information#1 movement#3 0.48 yes one

book#2 instrumentality#3 0.43 no one

Table 44: Generalizations on Content - Container relation
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concept (arg1) concept (arg2) Pi yes/no example

statement#1 written_agreement#1 1.0 yes both

artifact#1 collection#1 1.0 yes one

leader#1 social_group#1 1.0 yes both

air_bag#1 wheeled_vehicle#1 1.0 yes one

organ#1 patient#1 1.0 yes one

woman#1 social_group#1 1.0 yes one

surface#1 object#1 0.88 yes one

edge#1 device#1 0.88 yes one

igneous_rock#1 whole#2 0.88 yes both

geological_formation#1 land#4 0.88 yes both

lipid#1 physical_entity#1 0.88 yes both

opening#10 outbuilding#1 0.88 yes both

top#2 whole#2 0.77 yes one

small_indefinite_quantity#1 baked_goods#1 0.77 yes both

evidence#2 article#1 0.77 yes both

data#1 road_map#1 0.77 yes none

fabric#1 receptacle#1 0.77 yes both

joint#1 external_body_part#1 0.76 yes both

animal_group#1 dog#1 0.76 no both

enterprise#2 lawyer#1 0.75 no one

surface#1 wheeled_vehicle#1 0.68 yes both

ability#2 ability#2 0.68 yes both

shape#2 idea#1 0.68 yes both

carotenoid#1 plant#2 0.66 yes both

location#1 passage#3 0.6 yes both

solid#1 nutriment#1 0.6 yes both

structure#4 reproductive_structure#1 0.58 yes both

abstraction#6 social_group#1 0.56 no both

piece#1 paper#1 0.55 yes one

flower_arrangement#1 plant#2 0.5 no both

object#1 surface#1 0.5 no one

writing#4 computer_file#1 0.5 yes both

signal#1 writing#2 0.5 yes both

edible_fruit#1 cream_cheese#1 0.48 no one

earth#2 artifact#1 0.48 yes both

mixture#1 matter#3 0.46 yes both

line#11 body_substance#1 0.45 no one

end#1 tobacco#1 0.45 no one

earth#2 pot#1 0.42 no one

process#5 reptile#1 0.42 no both

germanium#1 mineral#1 0.28 yes one

Table 45: Generalizations on Part - Whole relation
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concept (arg1) concept (arg2) Pi yes/no generalized

massage#1 comfort#1 1.0 yes one

diversion#1 happiness#2 1.0 yes one

explosion#1 fire#1 1.0 yes none

waste#1 damage#1 1.0 yes one

atmospheric_phenomenon#1 damage#1 1.0 yes one

resoluteness#1 accomplishment#1 0.88 yes one

bomb#1 worsening#2 0.88 yes one

process#2 abstraction#6 0.77 yes both

abstraction#6 joy#1 0.77 yes one

investigation#2 abstraction#6 0.76 yes both

body_substance#1 obstruction#2 0.76 yes one

entity#1 indignation#1 0.76 yes one

natural_process#1 ending#4 0.68 yes both

pollution#1 pollution#1 0.68 yes one

entity#1 speech_act#1 0.68 yes both

entity#1 deformation#2 0.66 yes one

mixture#1 killing#2 0.58 yes both

transaction#1 illness#1 0.51 yes both

creation#2 abstraction#6 0.46 yes both

abstraction#6 illness#1 0.46 no both

content#5 communication#2 0.42 yes both

departure#1 aftershock#1 0.41 yes one

decrease#4 abstraction#6 0.39 yes both

entity#1 property#2 0.35 yes/no both

quality#1 entity#1 0.28 no both

propulsion#2 inhibition#3 0.28 don’t know one

performance#3 pathologic_process#1 0.27 yes one

Table 46: Generalizations on Cause - Effect relation
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concept (arg1) concept (arg2) Pi yes/no example

game_equipment#1 football_player#1 1.0 yes one

weapon#1 person#1 1.0 yes both

textile_machine#1 weaver#1 1.0 yes one

medical_instrument#1 doctor#1 1.0 yes one

printer#3 employee#1 1.0 yes both

stick#1 person#1 1.0 yes one

ax#1 leader#1 1.0 yes one

lifting_device#1 construction_worker#1 1.0 yes one

process#2 expert#1 0.88 yes both

stick#1 ballplayer#1 0.88 yes both?

instrumentality#3 preserver#3 0.76 yes both

falsehood#1 negotiator#1 0.75 yes both

electrical_device#1 computer#1 0.57 yes both

implement#1 contestant#1 0.55 yes both

scientific_instrument#1 observatory#1 0.55 yes one

animal#1 traveler#1 0.50 yes both

orderliness#2 electronic_equipment#1 0.47 no both

speech_act#1 institution#1 0.42 yes both

instrumentality#3 bad_person#1 0.42 yes both

structure#4 organ#1 0.42 no both

phenomenon#1 artifact#1 0.42 no both

language_unit#1 applicant#1 0.38 yes one

needlework#1 sewing_machine#1 0.38 no one

office#4 force#8 0.38 no none

body_of_water#1 machinery#1 0.35 no both

mechanical_device#1 change_of_integrity#1 0.35 yes/no both

macromolecule#1 establishment#4 0.34 yes/no both

signal#1 writing#4 0.33 no both

quality#1 scientist#1 0.30 no both

group#1 library#1 0.26 no one

Table 47: Generalizations on Instrument - Agency relation
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concept (arg1) concept (arg2) Pi yes/no example

abstraction#6 scientist#1 1.0 yes one

message#2 person#1 1.0 yes both

idea#1 bad_person#1 1.0 yes one

message#2 priest#1 1.0 yes both

report#1 leader#1 1.0 yes one

instrument#1 watchmaker#1 1.0 yes one

tobacco#1 manufacturer#2 1.0 yes none

beverage#1 man#1 0.88 yes both

fiber#1 mammal#1 0.88 yes one

web#1 invertebrate#1 0.88 yes one

photocopy#1 woman#1 0.88 yes one

natural_phenomenon#1 physical_entity#1 0.88 yes both

foodstuff#2 land#4 0.77 yes both

diversion#1 dining-room_attendant#1 0.77 yes both

instrumentality#3 business#1 0.76 yes both

nutriment#1 skilled_worker#1 0.76 yes both

generalization#2 Judges#1 0.75 yes one

opening#10 health_professional#1 0.68 yes both

message#2 group_action#1 0.68 yes both

alcohol#1 process#6 0.66 yes both

mixture#1 rock#2 0.66 no both

attempt#1 gathering#1 0.6 yes both

region#1 geological_formation#1 0.6 no both

whole#2 woody_plant#1 0.6 no both

figure#6 disputant#1 0.57 yes one

solid#1 farmer#1 0.51 yes one

abstraction#6 cognition#1 0.51 yes both

fluid#2 substance#7 0.50 no both

physical_entity#1 equipment#1 0.48 no both

expert#1 gathering#1 0.47 yes/no both

nonaccomplishment#1 communicator#1 0.43 yes both

message#2 abstraction#6 0.43 no both

body_substance#1 part#1 0.43 yes both

utterance#1 minority#1 0.42 yes one

plant#2 object#1 0.43 no both

cell#2 part#3 0.43 no both

natural_object#1 relative#1 0.42 yes both

mechanism#5 creation#1 0.41 no both

cognition#1 unit#3 0.32 yes both

biological_group#1 people#1 0.35 yes/no both

lepton#2 device#1 0.30 yes both

Table 48: Generalizations on Product - Producer relation
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concept (arg1) concept (arg2) Pi yes/no example

natural_object#1 carbohydrate#1 0.88 yes one

edible_fruit#1 liquor#1 0.88 yes both?

Lowlands#1 traveler#1 0.88 yes one

physical_entity#1 ingredient#3 0.76 yes both

potato#1 liquor#1 0.76 yes one

migrant#1 land#4 0.75 no both

property#2 liquor#1 0.75 no one

container#1 rug#1 0.68 yes one

natural_object#1 entity#1 0.68 yes both

physical_entity fat#1 0.66 yes both

computer#1 indication#1 0.66 yes both

psychological_feature#1 data#1 0.66 yes one

solid#1 nutriment#1 0.66 yes both

article#1 section#1 0.6 yes one

vegetation#1 plant_part#1 0.6 yes both

news#1 communicator#1 0.57 no one

commodity#1 air#1 0.50 no one

political_unit#1 traveler#1 0.48 yes both

movie#1 photographic_equipment#1 0.48 no one

structure#3 abstraction#6 0.46 yes both

bridge#1 representation#1 0.43 no one

section#1 section#1 0.43 yes both

creation#2 noun#1 0.43 no one

line#11 signal#1 0.42 yes one

district#1 bonus#2 0.41 no both

wit#1 section#1 0.36 yes/no both

lipid#1 fuel#1 0.35 yes one

wilderness#3 wonder#2 0.35 yes one

paper#1 visual_property#1 0.30 no both

relation#1 abstraction#6 0.28 yes both

Table 49: Generalizations on Origin - Entity relation
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concept (arg1) concept (arg2) Pi yes/no example

abstraction#6 written_communication#1 1 yes both

house#1 instrumentality#3 0.88 yes one

design#2 arrangement#2 0.77 yes both

homicide#1 judgment#3 0.77 yes both

license#4 written_communication#1 0.76 yes both

nonaccomplishment#1 act#2 0.76 yes both

entity#1 rule#11 0.66 yes both

message#1 communication#1 0.66 yes one

situation#1 speech_act#1 0.66 yes both

capital#1 enterprise#2 0.6 yes both

entity#1 instrumentality#3 0.58 yes both

perceiver#1 sensory_activity#1 0.54 yes both

animal#1 water#6 0.54 yes one

attempt#1 signal#1 0.49 yes both

leader#1 social_event#1 0.49 yes both

motion#6 equivalent#1 0.49 no both

entity#1 substance#1 0.49 yes both

change_of_magnitude#1 propulsion#2 0.49 yes both

commodity#1 approval#4 0.49 yes both

occupation#1 vote#2 0.46 yes both

language_unit#1 mathematical_statement#1 0.43 yes both

abstraction#6 implementation#2 0.43 yes both

instrumentality#3 activity#1 0.39 yes both

unskilled_person#1 job#2 0.39 yes both

abstraction#6 collection#1 0.37 yes both

mathematical relation#1 practice#5 0.37 yes both

peer#1 proceeding#1 0.34 yes both

perception#3 nomination#2 0.33 no one

regular_payment#1 definite_quantity#1 0.31 yes both

submission#1 point#6 0.3 yes/no one

Table 50: Generalizations on Theme - Tool relation
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Figure 26: Clustering solutions on Cause - Effect, Instrument - Agency, and
Product - Producer
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Figure 27: Clustering solutions on Origin - Entity, Theme - Tool, and Part -

Whole
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Figure 28: Clustering solutions on Content - Container




